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This article describes a new reversal-switched DC precision thermometer that achieves performance levels previously
attained only with AC resistance bridges. The microK is designed for use in secondary temperature calibration and high
accuracy temperature measurement applications (to 0.4mK uncertainty) and is the only precision thermometer that
can work with both resistance thermometers and thermocouples at sub mK uncertainties. The use of a touch-screen
LQWHUIDFH DQG WKH HOLPLQDWLRQ RI VZLWFKHV UHOD\V DQG SRWHQWLRPHWHUV IURP WKH GHVLJQ PDNH WKLV WKH ÀUVW VROLGVWDWH
instrument of its type, thereby providing the highest possible reliability. The core technology is a wholly new type of ADC
DQDORJWRGLJLWDOFRQYHUWHU EDVHGRQWKH ¨ VLJPDGHOWD WHFKQLTXHEXWLQZKLFKWKHVLQJOHELW'$& GLJLWDOWRDQDORJ
converter) in the feedback loop is replaced by a 5-bit PWM (pulse-width modulation) DAC. The effect of this is to reduce
WKHTXDQWL]DWLRQQRLVHIURPWKH ¨$'&WHFKQLTXHE\PRUHWKDQWZRRUGHUVRIPDJQLWXGH7KHQRLVHSHUIRUPDQFHLV
then determined by the electronic devices used in the ADC and measurement system, which are lower than existing
comparable instruments.

DERYHa& ZKHUH357VFDQQRORQJHURSHUDWH7KH
EMF generated by a thermocouple is measured in order
to determine its temperature. Again, the demands on
the electrical measurement rival those of the electrical
calibration laboratory; a gold-platinum thermocouple has
DQ(0)FRHIÀFLHQWRIQRPLQDOO\9.DW&VRLQ
RUGHU WR PHDVXUH WR P. UHTXLUHV PHDVXULQJ LWV (0)
WR Q9 RYHU D UDQJH RI P9 WR DFFRPPRGDWH WKH
full range of the thermocouple). This again represents a
demanding electrical measurement objective.

Introduction
Although we rightly focus on the thermodynamic
challenges when making high accuracy temperature
measurements, the electrical measurement requirements for
achieving low measurement uncertainty are comparable to
those of a good electrical laboratory. The main temperature
sensors used are PRTs (platinum resistance thermometers).
The SPRTs (standards PRTs) used in high accuracy
calibration work comprise thin and lightly suspended coils
of platinum wire, the resistance of which is measured to
determine their temperature.
:LWKDQRPLQDOWHPSHUDWXUHFRHIÀFLHQWRI. for a
2576357ZHQHHGWRPHDVXUHUHVLVWDQFHWRLQRUGHU
WRDFKLHYHDP.WHPSHUDWXUHXQFHUWDLQW\7\SLFDOO\DP$
sense current is used with a 257 SPRT in order to minimise
self-heating, so the voltage uncertainty corresponding to
P.LVRQO\Q9RYHUDUDQJHRIW\SLFDOO\P9 WR
accommodate the full temperature range of the SPRT).
This requirement represents a demanding electrical
measurement objective.
Thermocouples are commonly used in measurement
applications. Noble metal thermocouples are used for
high accuracy calibration work at higher temperatures
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The Need for a New ADC
The ADC in a precision instrument is the “measurement
engine.” Its performance is the starting point for achieving
low measurement uncertainty. Historically, AC bridges (or
other transformer based measuring systems such as current
comparators) have been used in temperature laboratories
UHTXLULQJSHUIRUPDQFHEHWWHUWKDQP.XQFHUWDLQW\7KHVH
use a ratio-transformer as their ADC. In an AC resistance
bridge, a common AC current is passed through the SPRT
(RX) and Reference Resistor (RS). The voltage generated
across RS is scaled using the transformer and compared
with the voltage across RX. A control circuit adjusts the
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requiring regular, traceable calibration).
A key design objective for the new microK was that
LW VKRXOG FRQWULEXWH VLJQLÀFDQWO\ OHVV WKDQ P. WR WKH
uncertainty budget in a typical measurement application
(257 6357 DW P$  +RZHYHU VLQFH WKH EHVW DYDLODEOH
ADCs do not offer the noise and linearity performance
required for sub-mK performance, we needed to develop
a completely new ADC for this application.

A New ADC
The ADC system developed for the microK is based on
the well established 3¨WHFKQLTXH>@7KHQHZGHVLJQXVHV
a multi-bit 3¨WHFKQLTXHRULJLQDOO\GHYHORSHGE\0HWURQ
Designs and the National Physical Laboratory in the UK.
It has been further enhanced to meet the demanding
requirements of the new microK instrument.
Although 3¨ $'&V ZLWK YHU\ KLJK UHVROXWLRQ DUH
available as single integrated circuits, the noise performance
and linearity of these devices does not match their excellent
resolution. In a conventional 3¨$'&WKHDQDORJLQSXW
VLJQDOLVVXEWUDFWHGIURPWKHRXWSXWRIDELW'$&EHIRUH
EHLQJÀOWHUHGE\DVHULHVRIFDVFDGHGLQWHJUDWRUV7KHVLJQDO
WKHQSDVVHVWRDELW$'&WKDWGULYHVWKH'$&DQGIRUPV
a feedback loop.
The extremely high, low-frequency loop-gain of the
cascaded integrators ensures that the input signal is
balanced against the output of the DAC so that the average
YDOXH RI WKH ELW GDWD VWUHDP IURP WKH '$& HTXDOV WKH
LQSXWVLJQDO$ORZSDVVGLJLWDOÀOWHULVWKHQXVHGWRH[WUDFW
WKHFRQYHUWHGYDOXHIURPWKHELWGDWDVWUHDP
Another way of viewing the operation of a 3¨$'&LV
to consider what is happening in the frequency domain.
The over-sampling used in 3¨FRQYHUWHUVPHDQVWKDWWKH
TXDQWL]DWLRQQRLVHFDXVHGE\WKHELW$'&LVVSUHDGRYHU
a wide bandwidth, whereas the signal we are looking for is
XQDIIHFWHGE\WKLVRYHUVDPSOLQJ7KHGLJLWDOÀOWHUVHOHFWV
the narrow bandwidth of the required signal. The amount
of quantization noise in this bandwidth is relatively small
because the over-sampling spreads the noise power over
such a large bandwidth.
The noise on the converted signal can be reduced by
increasing the sampling rate, but it becomes increasingly
GLIÀFXOWWRPDLQWDLQSHUIRUPDQFHDVWKHFORFNUDWHRIWKH
system becomes higher. Another way to reduce the noise
would be to use a multi-bit ADC and DAC in the feedback

Figure 1. AC bridge.

transformer tapings to balance the bridge and drive the
“error” signal to zero. Since the ratio of the voltages across
the primary and secondary of an ideal transformer is equal
to the turns ratio, then RX = nRS. Using this technique, the
ASL F700 can achieve an accuracy of 0.5ppm.
)RU OHVV GHPDQGLQJ ZRUN XQFHUWDLQWLHV DERYH P. 
DC potentiometric instruments can be used, typically
employing integrating ADCs. A common DC current is
passed through a thermometer (RX) and reference resistor
(RS). A voltmeter is switched between reading the voltage
across RX and RS and the ratio of the two readings (n) is
calculated. The value of RX is then determined from RX=
nRS. The effect of thermal EMFs can largely be eliminated
by reversing the current and averaging measurements with
opposite current polarity.
7KH+DUW6XSHUWKHUPRPHWHUXVHVWKH7KDOHU$'&DV
LWV$'&$OWKRXJKWKHFRUH$'&RQO\FODLPVDOLQHDULW\
of 3ppm, additional linearization of the instrument allows
WKH6XSHUWKHUPRPHWHUWRDFKLHYHDQDFFXUDF\RISSP
Most temperature calibration laboratories require a
resistance bridge or precision thermometer for use with
PRTs and a separate precision voltmeter or DMM (digital
multi-meter) for use with thermocouples. The new
precision thermometer (microK) described here uses a
DC measurement technique so that it can measure both
resistance and voltage but achieves higher performance
than is normally available from DC measurement
techniques. Consequently, this is the only instrument that
can work with both resistance thermometers (PRTs and
thermistors) and thermocouples at sub mK precision.
The advantage to users is that they only need to purchase
one instrument rather than two, saving both capital
expenditure and running costs (only one instrument
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Figure 3. Conventional 3¨$'&

Figure 2. DC resistance instrument.
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Figure 5. Effect of ADC/DAC resolution on noise.

loop. This would not normally be a sensible approach
since the DAC would carry the full accuracy burden of the
measurement system. However, by using a PWM DAC,
LQ ZKLFK WKH RXWSXW LV D VLJQDO RI À[HG IUHTXHQF\ DQG
amplitude but variable pulse width, we turn the problem
of producing accurate voltage or current levels into one
of accurate timing. Whereas achieving sub-ppm voltage
accuracy with a DAC would not be feasible in this sort of
product, it is possible to achieve the corresponding timing
accuracies.
The timing demands of the PWM DAC are, however, far
IURPWULYLDO7KHGLJLWDOÀOWHUKDVWRZRUNDWWKH3¨$'&·V
clock rate. In the microK, this digital part of the 3¨$'&
is implemented in a fast FPGA, which provides both the
GLJLWDO ÀOWHU WKDW GHFLPDWHV WKH '$& RXWSXW WR H[WUDFW
the converted value) and controls the feedback DAC. The
IXOOVFDOHSXOVHZLGWKRQWKH3:0'$&LVRQO\VVR
the 0.2ppm linearity achieved with the ADC corresponds
WRDWLPLQJDFFXUDF\RISVRUDERXWWKHWLPHLWWDNHVIRU
the electrical signals in the control system to travel 0.3mm.
The development of the core technology to achieve this
performance represented almost half the total time and
cost of the project.
It might appear that the reduction in quantization
noise from using multi-bit feedback in a 3¨$'&ZRXOG
be directly proportional to the ADC/DAC resolution.
However, the reduced differential gain inherent in the
higher resolution DAC greatly improves loop stability
too. This allows the use of more orders of integration and
higher loop gain giving a disproportionate improvement
LQTXDQWL]DWLRQQRLVH>@
This disproportionate improvement occurs up to about
4 or 5 bits, but thereafter the noise becomes proportional
to the ADC/DAC resolution. In the microK, we chose to
use 5-bit resolution, this gives a predicted reduction in
quantization noise of a factor of over 600. In practice this
means that the quantization noise is no longer dominated
by the 3¨ WHFKQLTXH DQG LV LQVWHDG OLPLWHG E\ WKH
performance of the electronic devices used in the ADC and
the rest of the measurement system.
Another benefit of the new ADC is its speed. The
implementation used in the microK provides conversions
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3

WRIXOODFFXUDF\LQPV7KLVWRJHWKHUZLWKWKHXVHRI
solid-state switching, allows for a very fast reversal rate,
which in turn helps to eliminate the effect of any thermal
EMFs and reduce the noise (since the system can operate
DERYHWKHFRUQHUIUHTXHQF\RIWKHDPSOLÀHU·VIQRLVH 

Thermal EMFs
Thermal EMFs (EMFs generated as the result of junctions
between dissimilar metals at different temperatures) are a
potential source of error when working at this precision.
These can largely be eliminated when measuring resistance
thermometers by reversing the current and averaging the
measurements (the offsets in the two measurements cancel
each other out when the readings are averaged together).
However, this technique cannot be used when measuring
temperature with thermocouples, so the thermal EMFs
need to be eliminated at source. For this reason, we used
tellurium-copper (gold plated) as the connector contact
material, since this combines good mechanical properties
with extremely low thermal EMFs against the copper
terminations of a thermocouple.
In order to eliminate thermal EMFs from the measurement
system (already small), the input connections are reversed
immediately behind the input terminals. Measurements
made with and without the reversal are then averaged
together to eliminate the thermal EMFs. The limitation is
then the thermal EMFs generated by the devices used to
implement this reversal.

Solid-State Switching
One of the most common sources of failure in instruments
of this type is the contacts in switches, relays, connectors
and potentiometers. For this reason, the microK was
designed to have no switches (apart from the line/mains
switch), mechanical relays or potentiometers. The switches
typically used for the operator interface have been replaced
with a combination of an industrial grade touch-screen over
DIXOOFRORU9*$/&'PDNLQJWKHLQVWUXPHQWERWKUHOLDEOH
and easy to use. The internal connectors are limited
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to three ribbon cables (with gold plated contacts) for signal
interconnections plus a small number of connectors for the
AC power and internal DC supply.
Instruments addressing this market have so far used
mechanical relays for some or all of the signal routing.
In moving to semiconductor switching there was some
concern about the associated thermal EMFs. We were
conscious that the metal-silicon junctions in the devices
would generate higher thermal EMFs than mechanical
relays under the same temperature gradient. But, the very
small size of the die within the semiconductor devices
means that there would be little opportunity for thermal
gradients, giving them a strong advantage over their
mechanical counterparts. In practice we found that the
WKHUPDO(0)VIURPVROLGVWDWHVZLWFKLQJDUHVLJQLÀFDQWO\
less than even the best mechanical relays. As a result, we
FDQ DFKLHYH YROWDJH RIIVHWV VLJQLÀFDQWO\ OHVV WKDW Q9
at the input to the microK instrument. This is better than
most of the high performance voltmeters currently used
to measure thermocouples in temperature calibration
laboratories.

Figure 7. Guarded measurement system.

substitution topology, the voltage at the output of the
current source changes between the measurement of the
SPRT and the reference resistor, and the current source
PXVW DFFRPPRGDWH WKLV FKDQJH ZLWKRXW DQ\ VLJQLÀFDQW
change to the sense current.
The current source in the microK has a very high output
impedance, such that the sense current will not change
VLJQLÀFDQWO\EHWZHHQWKHPHDVXUHPHQWRQWKHUHIHUHQFH
resistor and the thermometer. In addition, the whole
measurement system is actively guarded so that both
the voltage at the output of the current source and the
common-mode voltage across the device being measured
do not change.
7KHJXDUGDPSOLÀHUVHQVHVWKHSRWHQWLDODWWKH´WRSµRI
the measurement system and drives the opposite end in
order to maintain it at ground potential. In this way, both
WKHFXUUHQWVRXUFHDQGDPSOLÀHUVHHQRFKDQJHLQYROWDJH
common-mode signal between the measurements of the
reference resistor and the SPRT.

Substitution Topology
A significant source of error in the potentiometric
measurement topology shown in Figure 2 is the commonPRGHUHMHFWLRQUDWLRRIWKHLQSXWDPSOLÀHU7KHFRPPRQ
PRGHVLJQDODWWKHLQSXWWRWKHDPSOLÀHUFKDQJHVEHWZHHQ
the two measurements and will lead to an error at the input
to the ADC. In order to eliminate this source of error, the
microK uses a substitution topology in which there is a
single point of measurement in the system into which the
SPRT and reference resistor are switched alternately.
This adds complexity and cost to the design, but
ensures that there is no change to the common-mode
signal between the measurement of the reference resistor
and the thermometer. This approach would normally,
however, increase the demands on the current source.
In the conventional topology, the current is common to
both the reference resistor and the thermometer. In the

Inherent Stability
The current reversals used to eliminate thermal EMFs
from resistance measurements together with true 4-wire
resistance measurement have the effect of ensuring an
intrinsically stable zero with time and temperature. The
YROWDJH DW WKH DPSOLÀHU LQSXW ZKHQ PHDVXULQJ D VKRUW
circuit will be the same whichever current direction is
used. The process of averaging (the magnitude of) the
measurements therefore yields zero (with uncertainty
determined by the system noise).
In a similar way, the substitution technique means that
the measurement system is also inherently stable at unity
ratio since the voltages measured for a reference resistor
and thermometer of the same value will be identical. There
is, after all, no difference between these two measurements
apart from the fact that they are taken at slight different
times. The system noise will again determine the
uncertainty of this unity ratio measurement.

Figure 6. Substitution measurement topology.
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resistors maintained in an oil bath should be used.
Experience shows that the stability of such a system is
W\SLFDOO\SSP\HDU
The stability of the microK for voltage measurements is
determined principally by the internal voltage reference.
The device used is a zener reference similar to those
used as voltage transfer standards in electrical metrology
applications. The overall stability of the voltage system
(including the zener diode and all other circuits) is
3ppm/year.

Eliminating Self-Heating Effects
Although the sense currents used with SPRTs are small,
they can still generate self-heating “errors” of several
mK. The most accurate SPRTs typically have very lightly
supported elements so the self-heating effect is ironically
worst in those SPRTs designed for the most accurate
measurements.
The microK includes individual “keep-warm” current
sources for each of the three input channels, These replace
the sense current when a channel is not being measured
and ensure that the power dissipated in an SPRT remains
constant.
The most accurate measurements with an SPRT involve
measuring its resistance at two sense currents and then
H[WUDSRODWLQJ EDFN WR WKH ]HURSRZHU YDOXH >@ 7KH
PLFUR.·VXVHULQWHUIDFHSURYLGHVDVLPSOHIHDWXUHWRDOORZ
the sense current to be scaled by a factor of root-two (a
factor of 2 in power) to make this technique easy for the
user to implement.

Performance with RTDs
The testing and performance validation of the
measurement system presented challenges comparable
to the product designs itself. Since the most accurate
thermometry work is done with SPRTs, the performance
of the resistance measurement system is considered to
be the more critical. This has been thoroughly tested
using an RBC (resistance bridge calibrator) from 2K
Electronics of New Zealand. The RBC contains four high
stability resistors that can be connected in series/parallel
combinations to give up to 70 different resistance ratios.
7KHVSHFLÀFDWLRQRIWKH5%& EHWWHUWKDQSSP LVPRUH
WKDQDGHTXDWHWRWHVWWKHQHZPHDVXUHPHQWV\VWHP>@
The accuracy of the RBC purchased for the project
ZDV YHULÀHG E\ FKHFNLQJ LW DJDLQVW WZR$6/ )$&
resistance bridges (having 0.02ppm accuracy), one at the
National Physical Laboratory and the other in Isothermal
7HFKQRORJ\·VSULPDU\WHPSHUDWXUHODERUDWRU\%RWKWHVWV
VKRZHGDJUHHPHQWZLWKLQSSPJLYLQJFRQÀGHQFHLQ
the performance of the RBC.
7HVWV RQ WKH PLFUR. VSHFLÀHG DFFXUDF\ SSP 
show that the typical accuracy is 0.25ppm, as shown
below for unit 06-B002 which simulates a 257 SPRT at
P$RYHULWVIXOORSHUDWLQJUDQJH

Three Channels for Best Practice
The rather unusual choice of three measurement
channels arose from the trend amongst accreditation
bodies to recommend the use of two reference
thermometers when performing a comparison calibration.
The microK is equipped with three input channels so
that the resistance of the thermometer being calibrated
(DUT) and two reference PRTs can be measured against
the internal reference resistors without the need for
an external multiplexer. It is interesting to note that
any small errors in the value of the internal reference
resistors has negligible effect on a comparison calibration
since the error in the measured resistance of the DUT
corresponds to the error in the temperature indicated
E\WKH6357VSURYLGHGWKHWHPSHUDWXUHFRHIÀFLHQW RI
resistance) for the DUT and SPRT are the same. Any
net errors will be the product of the small error in the
internal reference resistor and the difference between the
temperature/resistance slopes for the reference and DUT
thermometers. This can be calculated and will invariably
EHLQVLJQLÀFDQW
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-0.6

Factors Limiting Performance
Error / ppm

-0.4

The largest contributor to the uncertainty of resistance
measurements on SPRTs is the reference resistor. For this
UHDVRQWKHKLJKHVWTXDOLW\9LVKD\EXONPHWDOIRLOUHVLVWRUV
have been used. These are all housed in hermetically
VHDOHG SDFNDJHV DSDUW IURP WKH 7 standard (which
is not available in a hermetic package and is therefore
conformally coated). The stability of these internal
resistance standards is better than 5ppm/year. For the
best stability, external resistors such as Wilkins standard
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Figure 8. Accuracy of microK-400.
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Performance with Thermocouples
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Conclusions
The new 3¨ $'& ZLWK PXOWLELW 3:0 IHHGEDFN
provides better linearity and noise performance than
previous 3¨RULQWHJUDWLQJ$'&V7KLVQHZWHFKQRORJ\
enables the microK product to offer performance levels
in a DC potentiometric instrument that were previously
only achievable with AC resistance bridges. The use of DC
measurement technology means that, unlike AC bridges,
the microK works with thermocouples as well as PRTs. The
microK therefore replaces the two instruments normally
required for a temperature laboratory (a resistance bridge
DQG D SUHFLVLRQ '90  VDYLQJ XVHUV FDSLWDO FRVW DQG
running costs (only one instrument on which to maintain
traceable calibration).
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